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A Model for 
I t ti S i d P liIntegrating Science and Policy
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In this view

Public involvement is a sustained, two-way 
process that is essential to creating relevantprocess that is essential to creating relevant 
policy options and the supporting science.

The social, behavioral, and decision sciences 
can guide that process – and make progresscan guide that process and make progress 
through the work.
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Three Design Principles 



Design Principle 1: Treat public 
involvement as a scientific activityinvolvement as a scientific activity. 
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Design Principle 2:  Adopt an 
analytical empirical pan theoreticanalytical, empirical, pan-theoretic 
approach to the science. 



Analytical research is needed because

We need to identify the facts most relevantWe need to identify the facts most relevant 
to others’ decisions, from among all those 
that we could conceivably produce and y p
convey.







E i i l h i d d bEmpirical research is needed because 
we can’t trust our intuitions



E i i l h i d d bEmpirical research is needed because 
we can’t trust our intuitions

common knowledge effect
false consensus effectfalse consensus effect
fundamental attribution error
self-serving biasesg
myths (panic, adolescents’ unique sense 

of invulnerability, …)
f db k ( b t di t t dpoor feedback (absent, distorted, 
delayed)
…



A pan-theoretic approach is needed 
because basic research isbecause basic research is 
indeterminate in applied settings.



Basic research is indeterminate 

Decision making follows simple principles.



Basic research is indeterminate 

Decision making follows simple principles.
However,  

the set of principles is large,
the contextual triggers are subtle, and
the interactions are complex

As a result, decision-specific research is 
needed.



Some Principles of JudgmentSome Principles of Judgment

People are good at tracking what they see, p g g y ,
but not at detecting sample bias.

People have limited ability to evaluate the p y
extent of their own knowledge.

People have difficulty imagining themselves p y g g
in other visceral states.

People have difficulty projecting non-p y p j g
linear trends.

People confuse ignorance and stupidity.p g p y



Some Principles of ChoiceSome Principles of Choice

People dislike uncertaintyPeople dislike uncertainty, 
but can live with it.

People consider the return on theirPeople consider the return on their 
investment in making decisions.

People are insensitive to opportunity costsPeople are insensitive to opportunity costs.
People are prisoners to sunk costs, 

hating to recognize losseshating to recognize losses.
People may not know what they want, 

especially with novel questions.especially with novel questions.





Design Principle 3: Treat the 
science as a strategic activityscience as a strategic activity. 





Communication RecommendationsCommunication Recommendations 
for Emerging Events

Have a consistent policy in all domains
Provide useful timely informationProvide useful, timely information
Address: risks and benefits, uncertainty,

personal actions FDA actionspersonal actions, FDA actions
Audience needs should drive agency 

analysesanalyses
Use standard formats; evaluate routinely
Consider needs of diverse populationsConsider needs of diverse populations
http://www.fda.gov/oc/advisory/OCRCACACpg.html



http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/ReportsManualsForms/Reports/ucm268078.htm38







Decision Science in Intelligence Analysis

Analysis, 
Recommendations, &

Introduction to Methods 
and Evidentiary BaseRecommendations, & 

Immediate Actions (100 
pages)

and Evidentiary Base 
(350 pages)

Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow (Consensus 
Report): http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13040
Intelligence Analysis: Behavioral and Social Scientific Foundations
(Collection of Readings):http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13062



Define events clearly and consistently
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Three Design Principles 

Treat public involvement as a scientific activity.
Adopt an analytical empirical pan-theoreticAdopt an analytical, empirical, pan theoretic 

approach to that science.  
Treat that science as a strategic activityTreat that science as a strategic activity. 
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Use numbers to guide perceptions
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Avian Flu Predictions
1. What is the probability that H5N1 will become an efficient human-to-

human transmitter (capable of being propagated through at least two 
id i l i l ti f ff t d h ) ti d i th

Avian Flu Predictions

epidemiological generations of affected humans) sometime during the 
next 3 years? 

Overall   
Median=40%     
No idea=6

Expert Median=15% 5
6
7
8
9

10 Experts
"Experts"

Expert   Median 15%
No idea=1

“Expert” Median=60% *
No idea=5

0
1
2
3
4
5

* Mann-Whitney U, p<.05
0

0 <1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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Words of Estimative Probability

Sherman Kent (1964)

y

https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-
study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/books-
and monographs/sherman kent and theand-monographs/sherman-kent-and-the-
board-of-national-estimates-collected-
essays/6words html (accessed 11/6/11)essays/6words.html (accessed 11/6/11)
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